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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to discuss an individual approach 

to the performance of three contemporary works for the oboe. These 

works are: 

Luciano Berio, Sequenza VII (1969) 

Vinko Globokar, Atemstudie (1971) 

Heinz Holliger, Studie II (1981) 

Virtuosic demands are placed on the performer due to the 

diversity of contemporary techniques which expand the possibilities 

of various sound production. 

Research has been compiled by musicians and scholars to aid 

the oboist in accomplishing the task of preparing contemporary works 

for the oboe. Unfortunately, no matter which source the oboist refers 

to, not all of the contemporary effects are usable or possible for the 

individual. Therefore, each individual attempting to perform a work 

which involves contemporary techniques is destined to experiment to 

achieve the composer's desired effects. 

To emphasize that there is no standard for contemporary oboe 

techniques, only advice, one must take into consideration the variables 

which plague each individual oboist. These variables are as follows: 

1 
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1. The individual oboist 

2. Diversity of reed styles 

3. Diversity of oboe manufacturers 

4. Diversity of individual oboes 

produced by manufacturers 

5. The elements of nature: 

a. temperature 

b. humidity 

c. variations in altitude 

d. barometric pressure 

One can well imagine the confusion that can occur in creating 

an understanding for the performance of a more common work, let alone 

a contemporary work, if so many variables are involved. 

To add to the confusion of contemporary oboe literature, there 

is the variable of notation. In Bruno Bartolozzi's New Sounds for 

Woodwind,1 there are fingering charts and symbols which in essence 

seem to be well thought out but cumbersome. However, the answer to 

any composer's notation is mental adaptation. Unfortunately, there is 

diversity of notation between composers. So we can only hope there 

will be standardization of notation in the future. 

Luckily, most composers give us explanations which accompany 

the work. One honest example of a fingering chart is found with 

Luciano Berio's Sequenza VII composed in 1969 for the Swiss oboist 

Heinz Holliger. Mr. Holliger, in collaboration with the composer, 

lists fingerings as "Suggestions for the Various Harmonics and 

1Bruno Bartolozzi, New Sounds for Woodwind (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1967). 
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Alternate Fingerings ". The word "suggestion" indicates that fingering 

charts are used only as a basis of performance and that there may be 

better possibilities found through experimentation. 

One of the latest attempts to aid oboists in the understanding 

of contemporary oboe techniques is a valuable compilation of information 

by Nora Post in 1979.2 She gives explanations, examples, and suggestions 

of contemporary oboe techniques while maintaining that they are only 

possibilities. She leaves out several sonoral possibilities including 

the 'rip tone', 'reverse tone', and 'screech tone' found in Vinko 

Globokar's Atemstudie. 

This study is an attempt to expand on previous studies and 

suggest alternative performance possibilities in the solo works of 

Luciano Berio, Vinko Globokar, and Heinz Holliger. 

2Nora Post, "The Development of Contemporary Oboe Technique ", 
(Ph.D. dissertation, New York University, 1979), Microfilm, Ann Arbor: 
University Microfilms. 



CHAPTER 2 

HISTORY OF CONTEMPORARY OBOE TECHNIQUES 

An interesting statement was made by Bruno Bartolozzi on the 

evolution of instruments. He states, "the objective has....not been 

one of exploiting the characteristic possibilities of each instrument, 

but of satisfying the musical requirements of each successive epoch ".3 

If one takes into consideration traditional ornaments (such as 

trills, grace notes, etc.), then we must take into consideration as to 

when certain techniques out of the norm were adopted by oboists. One 

such technique adopted by oboists was that of vibrato. 

Vibrato was not considered an acceptable practice until the 

turn of the nineteenth century. It seems strange now that an effect 

which adds to the expressiveness of the oboe was not utilized for 

many years. 

The acceptance of the modern vibrato is due largely to the 

influence of the oboist Fernand Gillet (b. 1882) and flautist Marcel 

Moyse (b. 1889). In an interview between Nora Post and Fernand Gillet,4 

Mr. Gillet indicated that vibrato "was forbidden at the Paris 

Conservatory for many years ". He stated that his uncle Georges Gillet 

3Bartolozzi, p. 3. 

4Nora Post, "The Origins of Contemporary American Oboe 
Technique," Journal of the International Double Reed Society, 7 

(June 1979), pp. 44 -50. 

4 
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used vibrato, students imitated him, and they liked it because it was 

more expressive. 

To take vibrato one step further, Edwin Roxburgh5 in his 

"The Contemporary World" makes note of an ornament called the 

'flattement'. This ornament of the eighteenth century was a finger 

vibrato much like similar effects used by Oriental shakuhachi and 

sho players. This is accomplished when certain fingers are trilled 

which effect the pitch much less than a quarter tone. Today we call 

this effect the microtone trill. 

In a recent article, "The Evolution of the Mechanized Oboe 

and Its New Music "6 Nancy Bonar makes note of the first work for the 

oboe which repeatedly uses a high g"'. Bernard Molique's Concertino 

in G -minor was composed with "disregard for the technical limits of 

the oboe c. 1829 ". 

Modern works which incorporated effects out of the norm for 

the oboe began to surface in 1924 with Edgard Varese's Octandre and 

Integrales. 

Figure 1. Varese, Edgard. Octandre, 1924, p. 2, 

system 2, score. 

5Leon Goossens and Edwin Roxburgh, Oboe, Yehudi Menuhin Music 
Guides (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1977), p. 174. 

6Nancy Bonar, "The Evolution of the Mechanized Oboe and Its 
New Music," Journal of the International Double Reed Society, 6 

(Spring 1983), p. 28. 
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3>,r--3 s - /_ 
Figure 2. Varese, Edgard. Integrales, 1926, 

bars 1 -2, p. 4, score. 

However, Nora Post points out that these are a case of dynamic 

interpretation portrayed by the composer. 
7 

In Stefan Wolpe's Suite im Hexachord (1936), the most notable 

effect is extension of the oboe's tessitura. 

el:trine 

Rit 

Figure Wolpe, Stefan. Suite im Hexachord, for 
oboe and clarinet, 1936, "Fugue ", p. 14, 
score. 

This, however, is not the first example of a "' written for 

the oboe. Igor Stravinsky, in his Pulcinella ballet (1920) wrote an 

a"' in both oboe parts. 

Figure 4. Stravinsky, Igor. Pulcinella, 1920, 
Finale, measures 109 -110 (1920 Edition). 

7 
Post, Conversation between Milton Babbit and Nora Post, 

p. 22. 

6 
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During the latter 1950's and through the 1960's, the technical 

capabilities of oboists, combined with improvements in the modern 

oboe, enabled the performance of works by Varese, Wolpe and other 

composers of new thought. Much of the inspiration for the new solo 

oboe literature has come from Heinz Holliger. His virtuosic abilities 

transcend all periods of the oboe literature with style, grace, and 

intellect. His performance capabilities have been the epitome for 

both composers and other oboists. Many important composers including 

Luciano Berio, Niccolo Castiglioni, Edison Denisov, Vinko Globokar, 

Hans Werner Henze, Klaus Huber, Andre Jolivet, Ernest Krenek, Krzysztof 

Penderecki, Karlheinz Stockhausen, Jacques Wildberger and Jurg 

Wyttenbach have written works for Mr. Holliger. 

Although the oboe techniques exhibited in twentieth century 

music may seem 'tame' in comparison to the sounds of electronic music, 

to many traditional ears they seem revolutionary. 



CHAPTER 3 

SONIC EFFECTS AND THEIR NOTATION 

The effects discussed in this chapter are those which are 

directly related to the three works under discussion. 

In order to add to information currently available, my treat- 

ments of specific passages will be displayed and explained. 

Monophonics 

Monophonics are the most common effect that an oboist 

utilizes. Lawrence Singer defines a monophonic as fingerings which 

"produce only single sounds ".8 These sounds are then given prescribed 

treatments which in turn create elaboration of the sound. Mono - 

phonics are often referred to as the traditional sounds. But when 

used in atypical sequences, they form the foundation in twentieth 

century music. 

Flutter Tonguing 

Flutter tonguing is now a common effect requested by many 

twentieth century composers. It is produced by two methods, both 

of which create a rapid pulse to the air stream. 

The first method is to use the back part of the tongue, 

beating rapidly against the opposing side of the throat. It is 

8Lawrence Singer, Metodo per Oboe, translated by Reginal 
Smith Brindle (Milan: Edzioni Savini Zerboni, 1969), p. 3. 

8 
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equal to the phonetic effect of saying "g" repeatedly, keeping in mind 

that the throat must be relaxed, with the air stream and air pressure 

continuous. 

The second method of production is much the same. The tip of 

the tongue is used in conjunction with the roof of the mouth behind 

the teeth (the inner back of the gums). This produces a 'turrrrr' 

sound. The tip of the tongue must be relaxed and the air stream and 

air pressure continuous. 

Both the Berio Sequenza VII9 and the Globokar Atemstudie10 

incorporate this effect. In the Sequenza VII the oboist flutter 

tongues while overblowing the note played on the oboe. The Atemstudie 

utilizies the voice while flutter tonguing and playing the oboe. The 

flutter tonguing effects the voice and the air stream through the 

oboe. 

Jf' 

tip, 
:email._ 

Figure 5. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
measure 143. Globokar, Vinko. 
Atemstudie, 1971, coda. 

The main problem related with flutter tonguing is coordi- 

nation of the air volume permissable to the response of the reed, 

and simply being able to relax the tongue or throat tissues. This 

9Luciano Berio, Sequenza VII, Universal Edition. London: 
1971 (1969). 

10Vinko 
Globokar, Atemstudie, Edition Peters. London, 

Frankfurt, New York: 1972 (1971). 
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effect must be perfected orally before it is used in conjunction with 

playing the oboe. 

Rip Tone 

The rip tone is an uncommon effect. It is produced by 

reversing the air stream, breathing in through the reed and into the 

oral cavity. The placement of the lips are such that they overlap 

the tip of the reed. Thus the tissue inside the upper and lower lip 

vibrate creating a 'kissing' or 'ripping' sound. This effect is used 

in the Globokar Atemstudie. 

----- 
t .. ...iZ, - --- 

Figure 6. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
12 Strukturen. 

The "Explanation of Signs" in the Atemstudie is unclear on 

this effect. It does not give the position of the lips on the reed. 

This is a very important factor for the person who is not familiar 

with the effect. 

mit fest zusammengepreßten Lippen Luft durch das Rohrblatt einsaugen. Knirschendes Geräusch 
squeeze the reed, inhaling at the same time, so as to produce a harsh screeching noise aspirer en 
pinçant l'anche. Grincement ressemblant à un cri. 

Figure 7. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
"Explanation of Signs ". 

The problem with this effect is that the amount of air 

required to create the desired sound needs to be regulated. The 

oboist has difficulty breathing completely through the oboe --the 

reed opening is so small. Therefore, the performance of this 

technique for more than five seconds requires breathing through the 

nose. Then again, coordination of breathing is a factor. With 



experimentation, the oboist can produce several tones with this 

effect as in the Atemstudie. 

4 
Figure 8. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 

12 Strukturen. 

Alternate Fingerings 

Many alternate fingerings on wind instruments create a change 

of timbre. The original purpose of alternate fingerings was to make 

wind instruments more chromatic and versatile in the adaptability of 

note progressions. A work which exploits this effect masterfully for 

the oboe is the Berio Sequenza VII. 

The Sequenza VII is based on the note b' natural in which 

the oboist exploits possibilities of timbre change due to various 

alternate fingerings of the note, while a continuous b' is emitted 

from another source. Thus the change of timbre is more evident due 

to the stability of the accompanying b' natural. 

Oboe i; 
fff 

> 

e 

fff 
tenuto sino alla fine *) 

t$T 

sn=-lP ffÌ 

Figure 9. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
measures 1 -3. 

1 

f. -IP 
1 

11 
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Lawrence Singer11 stated that he has "discovered hundreds of 

fingerings for the note B natural --some multiphonic and others mono- 

phonic". Heinz Holliger's examples for fingerings which were published 

with the Sequenza VII are only possibilities. 

VORSCHLAGE FÜR DIE VERSCHIEDENEN FLAGEOLETT- UND SYNONYMGRIFFE 
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE VARIOUS HARMONICS AND ALTERNATE FINGERINGS 

O © O O O a± t. 
} 

I d 
( normal) 

o o o o o 
o o 
o Si b S;t siD 

oder: C O O oder : O 

: ó ¡ do : cdc gi do g: do p: a 

C C 

1 e°a , eva , Rva 

:510 s 

O Ó 
: done 

tjO aO 
t ! 

:l 
o Sob o sib ó T 

mib 

a 1 

7.1 

1- F 

. 
e,.a. e ra -1 

i sib 

¡ dop mi p: 

, 
dot: 

Figure 10. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
fingering chart. 

In preparing the Berio Sequenca VII, it was necessary to 

experiment with possible fingerings. The fingerings given by 

Mr. Holliger were not completely adaptable to my personal equipment. 

The problems encountered included difficulties with intonation, and 

the capacity to produce the same effect on my particular instrument. 

It was possible to utilize Mr. Holliger's fingerings with 

exceptions. The fingerings that were found to be the most reliable 

were as follows: 

11Lawrence 
Singer, "Some Distinguishing Characteristics of 

the Oboe," To The World's Oboists, 1/2 (Fall 1974), pp. 4 -5. 
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" 
. 

.1` , : -i:..,,, 1 

I 

b C 

C p 
0 ' Jr :' / 2)46 C i F % 

ilAf ,s'n. ». < . 

O 

$F 
S 34' c C 

o 

:it 7,4 dir, E6.4 

3g 
P 

Figure 11. Balentine, William. Additional 
possibilities for alternate 
fingerings, 1983. 

These fingerings were found to better facilitate the per- 

formance of various sequences and progressions than those provided 

by Mr. Holliger. 

Double Trills 

The notation for the double trill also needs to be standardized. 

In the pieces under study, the term "double trill" is used in describ- 

ing two different effects. 

First in the Berio Sequenza VII, the term "double trill" is 

described as playing two notes at the same time while trilling to two 

neighbor notes. Confusion is created by the two wavy lines which 

indicate a double trill. Special fingerings are required to create 



this effect which makes it impossible to create an actual double 

trill. Globokar's explanation further confuses the term. I prefer 

to call this effect the "double harmonic trill ". 

Gii 

Doppelflageolett -Töne double harmonics double -sons en harmonique 

Figure 12. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
measure 158. Globokar, Vinko. 
Atemstudie, 1971, "Explanation of Signs ". 

The actual effect is that of using alternate or double 

fingerings to increase the speed of a normal trill. 

DOPPELTRILLER 
DOUBLE- TRILLS 

l 

tr b^--------- tr # 

4 .r - 

!- 4i 
sehr rascr ; 

er foss' 

{{ : is11r I Ì i y 

4 "l "4 
rec'. nks rechts rgh, let, rghr 

1 1 

Zegef+qer MitlPlfin9e' 
2nd l.nge, 3rd lnge. rd 

M! 
3rd 

sw 

ttc 

Figure 13. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
fingering chart. 

The most difficult example of this effect is found in 

Holliger's Studie II. The following passage is a sequence of double 

trills. 

,o _ > - ---- 

$r 
p 

rifen. _ _ 

r-t%!:ErT i \ 
Figure 14. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 

line 7 -8. 

14 
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The only aid to achieving speed and coordination of double 

trills is to practice them slowly, and to increase the speed while 

concentrating on the coordination. It is extremely difficult to 

maneuver smoothly between successive trills. 

Harmonics 

Harmonics are used as alternate fingerings to give a change 

of timbre. They are also used to give an alternative to normal 

fingerings because of their stability when playing softly. 

An interesting effect is created with harmonics when they 

are used in conjunction with normal fingerings. Two examples of this 

are found in the Berio Sequenza VII. 

r-- s- r--- s 
o o o r,.. .. bi 

o Z^ s s ., a..01. 

l =Add f tn - PPP 

I r- 5-1 r-5-1 s-, i -- 3 ó ó ó o o o o I > ».i..i. - ------------- _ _.. .. a : 

-- - --_-_. ..._ ., ._. -----. .... ---- ---- 
_____=__ 

Figure 15. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
measures 65 -66 and 69 -70. 

The first example incorporates slurring from the normal 

fingering to the harmonic fingering. 

The second example incorporates slurring from a forked 

fingering to a harmonic fingering. 

The problem with playing passages such as these is the 

speaking ability of the reed when alternating between tones. If 

the fingers are not precise in the execution of the passage, notes 

will not speak due to disruption of reed response. An example of 

this problem is found in the Sequenza VII. 
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o .__ ... MI...LJ.... ....._..-- 
-- ------------ _ L_._.....-- 

::!!ul111II 

Figure 16. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
beginning of line 4. 

When c '" harmonics are attempted it is sometimes necessary 

to force them to speak. Reed adjustments were needed to gain deploy- 

ment of this passage. Stability of the reed is required to produce 

this effect. 

In preparing the Holliger Studie II, I have had to change from 

a c '' ' sharp harmonic fingering to a c '" sharp alternate fingering. 

The following example shows the change of the harmonic c -sharp to the 

ordinary c -sharp notation. 

>en 
(poco) 

> of.> c... 

Figure 17. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
line 3. 

In the Holliger fingering chart for the Studie II, the 

following example is given. It should be observed that the 

fingering given by Mr. Holliger is not a true harmonic fingering but 

rather a c- natural fingering with a half -hole to produce a c- sharp. 

Hallblochldappe offen 
Hat-hole open 
Demi -trou ouvert 

S)va 

y ó 
tlerin5 = 
/or o 
ei Aix*. 

Figure 18. Holliger and Balentine, suggested 
fingerings. 
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This is another case that illustrates the need for the 

individual oboist to experiment on his own in order to achieve a 

quality performance of a contemporary work. The fingering suggested 

might work for Mr. Holliger, but I found it to be flat in pitch, 

therefore impossible to use. 

Harmonic Trills 

The effect of harmonic trills is produced by the trilling 

of harmonic fingerings. Since harmonic fingerings are used, these 

trills are lower in volume than ordinary fingerings. Harmonic 

trills provide a contrast and change of timbre. An example of this 

effect is found in the Holliger Studie II. 

_ (J ca. 54) 

>.....r...-6 )6^ 

Figure 19. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
end of line 8. 

The above notation is an example of a "double trilled 

harmonic ". The oboist will immediately find this passage very 

difficult. To execute this passage, one must double trill the normal 

fingering of a", then change to a harmonic fingering of a", while 

leaving as little space as possible between the notes because of the 

tie. This technique requires calculated precision. 

Vibrato 

Vibrato, as mentioned earlier, began gaining acceptance 

during the turn of the twentieth century. This effect has been 

expanded from its original purpose of expression. Today, vibrato 
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is even used as a systematic and calculated effect as in the 

Holliger Studie II. 

(J ca. 54) 

(pesante 

Figure 20. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
end of line 20 to beginning of 
line 21. 

The f " ' sharp starts with no vibrato and an extreme 

dynamic level. Little by little the vibrato is accelerated while 

making a crescendo. The difficulty in this effect is evident in the 

fact that most oboists develop a consistent and unchanging vibrato. 

the oboist must have a flexible vibrato and a flexible reed in order 

to perform a passage such as this. 

Another example of vibrato occurs in the Globokar Atemstudie. 

This example is also out of the norm by its description of 'vibrato 

molto'. 

bilowb owiN - 
4,' 

Figure 21. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
12 Strukturen. 

A wide and heavy vibrato is used throughout the section. It 

should be noted that the vibrato effect is produced while performing 

several glissandi. 



Tremolo 

The use of the tremolo in woodwind instruments is the quick 

trilling or shaking of notes greater than the whole tone trill. 

There is only one example of this effect in the three pieces under 

consideration. In Holliger's Studie II there is a modified example 

of a tremolo. 

25-(Fis Ki. 
rubato (J 40 4 --680) 

b 

p 
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Figure 22. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1971, 
beginning of line 10. 

This effect incorporates both the double trill and the tremolo. 

This is accomplished by double trilling the f -sharp key with the index 

and middle fingers of the right hand. Simultaneously, the a" natural 

to f" sharp is deployed by trilling the third finger of the left hand. 

Caution should be taken not to play the tremolo too fast. The fingers 

should not synchronize as to give the optimum effect to both the 

double trill and the tremolo. Calculated thought, experimentation, 

coordinated fingers, and a judicious ear are all needed to maximize 

this effect. 

Range 

Many oboists and instrument manufacturers have experimented 

with increasing the range of the oboe. Most of the experimentation 

has been done to increase the range upward in pitch. However, 

Janet Craxton12 states that she has "seen an oboe with a low A ". 

12Janet 
Craxton, "Contemporary Oboe Technique," To The World's 

Oboists. I/1 (Winter 1972 -73), pp. 3 -5. 
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She continues, "This is not in any way standard, and the low B flat 

will, I am sure, remain as our lowest note for years to come ". 

Ecclissi,13 composed by Edwin Roxburgh, is obviously written 

beyond the standard range for the oboe. This piece was written 

during the composer's own period of experimentation in increasing 

the range of the oboe. 

Roxburgh Ecclissi 
8va 

Figure 23. Roxburgh, Edwin. Ecclissi. 

As the oboe receives more refinement, the upper range of the 

instrument becomes more attainable. However, notes above g " ' 

require experimentation with lip pressure, reed response, and 

fingerings. 

Many oboists use their teeth on the reeds to produce high 

pitches. This effect on the reed is much like playing harmonics on 

a string instrument. 

An example of the extended range is found in Holliger's 

Studie II. The work begins on an a"' with a dynamic marking of 

pppp. The note crescendos to fff with an accent on the second a " '. 

Then a complete and sharp change of contrast occurs with the note 

movement to b -flat. The b -flat is treated with a subito pp. 

13Goossens, 
p. 168. 
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ri ca 54) 
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g) p= - 
w = _ 

Figure 24. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
line 1. 

This passage, to say the least, requires extreme flexibility 

of the reed and embouchure. It is difficult enough to attempt the 

a"' let alone progress to a subito pianissimo b -flat. This effect 

was produced without the aid of a third octave key. In the opening 

statement of this piece the current acceptable range of the oboe is 

demonstrated. 

Glissandi 

The glissandi is one of the most difficult effects to produce 

on the oboe. The difficulty of this effect is dependent on the 

system of oboe used. Using the ring system oboe it is relatively 

easy to slide off the keys to produce this effect. This technique 

is similar to the ring system used on the clarinet, which has made 

use of the glissandi for many years. 

The plateau system oboe is used by most professional players. 

Executing a glissandi on this type of oboe is difficult and awkward 

due to the lack of and small size of the holes on certain keys. In 

this case, a slow, smooth and precise movement of the keys is necessary 

to avoid any 'break' in the glissando. Also, a careful change of 

embouchure is necessary to produce the desired effect. Both the 

Holliger Studie II and the Globokar Atemstudie utilize the glissandi. 
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Figure 25. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
line 9. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 
1971, 12 Strukturen. 

fi . 

In the Studie II, the glissandi are written as to give both 

approximate and specific pitches. This effect is produced while 

simultaneously performing a double trill. The double trill is created 

with the index and middle fingers of the right hand. The glissandi is 

produced using only the fingers of the left hand. The crescendi - 

decrescendi add to the shape of the phrase. 

The passage in the Atemstudie (Figure 25) incorporates humming 

through the nose (V.N.) while executing the glissando. This particular 

glissando is very awkward. The g -flat key must raise first while 

opening the lock of the g -sharp key. Then the g -flat key is closed 

while opening the b -flat, and at the grace note the c -key. This is 

a difficult maneuver, and requires sheer coordination and dexterity 

while humming the specified pitches. The voice is instructed to 

produce a glissando as well. 

Pitch Bends and Waver Tones 

Pitch bends and waver tones are somewhat related to glissandi. 

However, pitch bends and waver tones use embouchure alone as a means 

of pitch change. The resulting change of pitch is approximately a 

semi -tone. 
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Pitch bends are usually slow and deliberate with no consistency 

of vibrato except for the specific rate which the composer indicates. 

Waver tone is related to pitch bend, the difference being that 

this effect is created by using a consistent rate of oscillation. 

The following examples in Globokar's Atemstudie combine and 

elaborate these effects. 

ew Glissando mit den Lippen glissando produced using the lips glissando produit pas les lèvres 

Figure 26. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971. 

The second example incorporates both waver tone and pitch 

bend. It starts with a slow yet steady oscillation and changes to a 

fast oscillation. It should be noted that a spoken flutter tongue 

effect accompanies this effect. 

t(9 6 f 

arClfiíTiil 
Figure 27. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 

line 1 after 12 Strukturen. 

In the third example a slow and deliberate waver tone 

is used in conjunction with a multiphonic. Again, it should be 

noted that the waver tone is used in the accompanying voice. 
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M 

M 

Figure 28. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 
1971, ending. 

In order to create this effect, a multiphonic is needed which 

is adaptable to pitch change without losing its multi -note quality. 

The fingering I prefer is as follows: 

'' 
O 

C 

Figure 29. Balentine, William. Suggested stable 
multiphonic fingering. 

The composer indicated only that a multiphonic (multiphonics 

are not single sounds but are a part of this musical passage) of four 

tones is to be played. He does not indicate a specific multiphonic 

or fingering. Therefore, the choice is aleatoric and is up to the 

individual performer. The multiphonic must be stable as not to vary 

while circular breathing in this passage. 

Microtones 

A microtone refers to pitches that lie between the half - 

steps of the twelve -tone, equal- tempered tuning system. Quarter 

tones are the most common of the microtones. These pitches are 

produced on the oboe by changes in the embouchure alone or by the 

use of special fingerings, or both. 
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Heinz Holliger uses this effect in his Studie II. 

1/4 Töne im Register der 3. Oktave he nach Instrument verschieden. Erhöhung 
durch 1/2 offene Klappen oder erhöhten Lippendruck 
1/4 Tone-Fingerings of 3i° Octave change from instrument to instrument Raised 
pitch by haft open key -hobs or by augmented lip pressure. 
Les doigtés de 1/4 de tons de la 3'"' Octave diffèrent suivant les instruments. 
Altérations par clefs moitié ouvertes ou pression de lèvres augmentée. 

Figure 30. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
end of line 14 to 15, fingering chart. 

In order to properly execute this effect, the oboist must 

have a good sense of relative pitch. 

Double Tonguing 

Double tonguing is composed of alternating between two 

different tonguing effects. I prefer to use the consonants 'T' and 

'K', thus producing a "ta-ka-ta-ka" effect. For triple tonguing, 

I simply alternate accents. 

3 3 

T T /4'a Ta 

Figure 31. Sutherland, Warren. Modified or 
alternate accent triple tonguing. 

The trick to this technique -- whether a different consonant 

is used or not --is to practice the alternate consonant. 

oj JJ 
ty 

kt a /61 k. tQ Xa /F4 tk 

Figure 32. Balentine, William. Double 
tonguing exercise. 
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This is exactly the same approach the oboist uses in learning 

'T' consonant. It is difficult at first but with practice the 

desired technique is accomplished. 

In the Berio Sequenza VII, there are several examples of 

double tonguing. Many of these passages are extremely awkward because 

they are written as ornaments leading to prominent note. Each of 

these double tonguing passages are 'odd' not 'even' numbered. The 

difficulty is that the last tonguing consonant is a 'ka'. 

11 WSY. 
M1.1111110 ri.11=MM=111AMINIMM 

rrI/ON/N/B..=I. INN . 
6211111.11 

I. fP P//IMP 111r1... 

Figure 33. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
various examples of double tonguing. 

These are excellent examples for learning the use of converting 

double tonguing to triple tonguing. The pattern of "ta- ka- ta -ka" is 

not broken, therefore, placement of an accent on the desired consonant 

creates the proper effect. 

Nora Post14 gives a good explanation of the problem; however, 

she does not give the remedy. In Figure 32 the example makes use of 

the fact that an oboist initially learns to use the "ta" tonguing or 

a similar 'tip of the tongue' technique. The oboist must humble him 

or herself and take the position of a beginner in learning an 

alternative tonguing. 

14Post, 
pp. 70-73. 
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Singing and Playing Simultaneously 

This technique is not new to most wind instrumentalists. 

Saxophonists have used this effect during 'solo or vamp' sections in 

jazz for years. However, to the oboist, singing and playing simul- 

taneously is new and difficult. 

When two different pitches are sounded together --one played 

and one sung -- through the same instrument, they create sympathetic 

vibrations which form a combined tonal effect. This technique is 

performed in Globokar's Atemstudie. 

x 

t4":4-11*2- 

f 

Figure 34. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
12 Strukuren. 

This is a difficult procedure for the oboist due to the 

small opening of the reed. Not enough air is able to escape through 

the reed, therefore a humming effect is necessary. The volume of 

sound produced by the oboe is greater than the volume of the voice. 

A throat microphone is needed to balance the volume of the voice 

with the oboe. This problem will be further discussed in Chapter 4, 

Electronic Aids and Effects. 

The following example incorporates singing, a glissando, 

clicking the keys, playing and intermittent multiphonic while per- 

forming a diminuendo. Only one multiphonic fingering is used. It 

is to be re- articulated with sequential diminution. 
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Figure 35. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
12 Strukuren. 

Confusion is the element to avoid. Here again, creating a 

concept for this effect is the means to its performance. 

Vocal Articulation 

Larry Livingston and Frank McCarty in their article, 

"Expanding Woodwind Sound Potential" state that double reed instru- 

ments are "not easily capable of processing vocal sounds or producing 

percussive ones due to their small necks and open holes ".15 This is 

most definitely true. In the Atemstudie, Globokar alters the effect 

by articulating consonances while humming an 'e' natural. The 

difficulty in this effect lies in creating a concept for the sound to 

be produced. The consonances must be short in duration, pianissimo, 

and with short accents. 

.T 

E d 1 K. 0t 

Figure 36. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 

12 Strukturen. 

15Larry 
Livingston and Frank McCarty, "Expanding Woodwind 

Sound Potential," The Composer, 3/1 (1971), pp. 39 -40. 
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If the reed is not properly placed in the mouth, a totally 

different effect will be created because the sound partially enters 

the oboe through the reed. In fact, virtuosic control of the reed 

is required in order to alternate between playing a note, then 

uttering a consonant. 

Rohrblatt leicht im Mund behalten und angegebene Konsonanten aussprechen consonants uttered 
while holding the reed lightly in the mouth prononcer les consonnes, tout en gardant l'anche 

t, k , g legerement dans la bouche. 

Figure 37. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
12 Strukturen and fingering chart. 

The oboist must concentrate on avoiding drastic movements 

of the reed and embouchure during enunciation of the consonants. 

The time element for producing this effect calls for minimization of 

movement. 

Key Clicking 

There are four examples of key clicking in the Globokar 

Atemstudie. Two different types are displayed. 

Random key clicking is usually deployed when normal notes of 

the oboe are not played. This is because the movement of clicking 

the keys would disrupt the tone being produced. Following is an 

example of playing the oboe while clicking the keys. 
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Figure 38. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
12 Strukturen. 

The note produced is created by placing the teeth on the reed 

to produce the highest 'squeal' possible. I call this effect a 'screech 

tone'. The keys of the right hand are used in the clicking process 

while the g -key only is depressed on the left hand. 

Regulated key clicking is present in the following example: 

1171'1"'"'", 

`` 

t$ 

'. .,,.. Klappengerausche noises effected by actuating the keys bruits de clefs 

Figure 39. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
line 1 after 12 Strukturen and 
fingering chart. 

To produce this effect, one or more keys are clicked at the 

same time to create a quick and deliberate rhythm. 

Circular Breathing 

Circular breathing is a necessary component in many contemporary 

oboe works. The process of circular breathing is probably best described 

by Edwin Roxburgh: 

A reed with an easy response is required in order to 

produce an appropriately light embouchure. Collect as much 
air in the cheeks as possible by placing the tongue in an 
arched position as if for a gutteral 'g'. In this way the 
back of the tongue can act as a gate of pressure for the 
locked air, while the lip pushes slowly upwards towards the 
roof of the mouth, directing the air with strong pressure 
into the reed. In this way the air in the cheeks is unable 
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to escape into the throat cavity, being isolated from the 
breathing channel between the nose and the windpipe. While 
the tongue is pushing the air the normal breathing process 
through the nose can be activated.16 

This effect is the basis for the Globokar Atemstudie. 

(Breathing Study) 

oloa 

191° 
0' w ,v aL t - - - ...... - - - - - - - - - 

Klangfarbenveranderung. \ ahrend des Spielens im Mund die angegebenen Vokate formen - 

changes in tone color. Pronounce vowels with the tongue while playing changements de timbre 
w a i e441-0. En douant, former à l'interieur dc la bouche les voyelles. 

Figure 40. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
beginning and fingering chart. 

In the beginning of the Atemstudie, a continuous f" sharp 

is played for two minutes using circular breathing in order to sustain 

the note. Vowel sounds are added to this to give a change of timbre. 

The vowel sounds are created by movement of the tongue. Care must be 

taken not to disrupt the f" sharp. 

Whistling 

In the following passage, whistling and singing are performed 

simultaneously while the position of the reed is such that the pro- 

gression to the d' flat waver tone is immediate. 

&---f 

tw ;¡!!!! 
Figure 41. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 

line 1 after 12 Strukturen. 

16Goossens, 
pp. 169-170. 
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When the reed is placed near the lips, the airstream from 

whistling enters the reed and creates an 'airy' sort of sound. The 

oboist can take advantage of these sympathetic vibratoins to add 

extra effect. It is difficult to avoid this effect, therefore, it 

might be advisable to utilize the full capacity of the 'airy' sound. 

Multiphonics 

Multiphonics are the closest example of 'chords' that a 

woodwind player can perform. 

Lawrence Singer attributes the term 'multiphonic' to Reginal 

Smith Brindle. According to Mr. Singer, "It was intended to refer 

to a chord which was produced on a single woodwind instrument ".17 

Bruno Bartolozzi expresses his opinion of multiphonics in 

his book, New Sounds for Woodwind. 

Researches began with a discovery of fundamental 
importance, that woodwind instruments -- contrary to general 
belief --can produce multiple sounds....Such a discovery 
reveals that the real capabilities of these instruments 
are twofold --both monophonic and multiphonic (and not, as 

has always been supposed, only monophonic)- -and naturally 
technical developments will not turn towards a more com- 
plete exploitation of these resources. In short, a 

18 
completely new field has been opened up for investigation. 

Bartolozzi describes a multiphonic as "...the generation, 

at one and the same time, of a number of frequency vibrations in the 

single air column of an instrument ".19 

17Lawrence 
Singer, "Letters to the Editor: Multiphonics," 

Musical Times, 119 (April 1978), p. 313. 

18Bartolozzi, 
p. 2. 

19Bartolozzi, 
p. 35. 
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Arthur Benede's definition of a multiphonic is as follows: 

A multiphonic oscillation is made up of a collection 
of components whose frequencies are connected to one 
another by an elaborate set of heterodyne relationships. 
The ordinary tones of woodwind instruments also fit this 
description, but the frequency components in normal tones 
are limited to those belonging to a single harmonic series. 

The problems involved in the performance of multiphonics are 

related to the variables discussed in the introduction. Many multi - 

phonic fingerings given by other oboists are usable. However, not 

all multiphonic fingerings are acceptable for each individual oboist. 

Edwin Roxburgh states that "standardization is impossible, 

and the beginner must recognize that solutions may not be found 

readily from specific charts" 
21 

Wilma Zonn, however, contends the opposite. She states that 

together with Paul Zonn, "we have catalogued only the beginning of a 

vast collection of chords, the fingerings and pitches which remain 

unchanged after several years, instruments, reeds, climates, moods, 

and musical situations for other players as well as myself ".22 

Janet Craxton expresses her opinion of the adaptabilities of 

another oboist's fingerings: "I have tried many of Lawrence Singer's 

chords on two similar oboes with the same reed and the results have 

been anything but identical ". She continues with, "Certainly there 

are limitless possibilities, only these are far from constant from 

oboe to oboe, or player to player....23 

20Arthur 
Benede, Fundamentals of Musical Acoustics (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 1976). 

21Goossens, 
p. 167. 

22Wilma 
Zonn, "Observations for Today's Oboists," The Double 

Reed, 1/1 (March 1978), p. 9. 

23Craxton, 
p. 4. 
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It is obvious that there is disagreement in the standardization 

of multiphonic fingerings. It is my opinion that borrowing fingerings 

works with exceptions. The exceptions are corrected with experimenta- 

tion. 

Notation of multiphonics is another problem. Composers 

write these effects with specific multiphonics in mind, or they 

signify simply to "use any multiphonic ". 

The following figures are precise examples of both 

notational types. 

Aleatoric Written 

Figure 42. Globokar, Vinko. Atemstudie, 1971, 
line 1 after 12 Strukturen. 

There are also multiphonics which are produced by other 

means. An example of overblowing a multiphonic is found in the Berio 

Sequenza VII. The effect is notated by the Z with a slash and the 

horizontal line depicts duration. This is an example of a vented low 

b- natural fingering which is radically overblown. 

Figure 43. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
measures 25 -26. 
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An example of drop in lip pressure to create a multiphonic 

is found in the Holliger Studie II. The M on the stem of the a" 

natural harmonic dotted quarter note, simply means to create a multi - 

phonic by easing lip pressure. The E on the following quarter note 

signifies to return to the a" harmonic. 

Figure 44. Holliger, Heinz. Studie II, 1981, 
line 20. 

It is risky to write or compose for a specific multiphonic 

if the effect cannot be reproduced consistently. Thus when writing 

for multiphonics it is always wise to write for known suggested 

consider possibili- 

ties. 

Multiphonic Trills 

The trilling from one multiphonic to another is called a 

multiphonic trill. This may sound like a rather simplistic approach, 

but in some cases extreme emboucher changes are needed to create this 

effect. An example of this effect is found in the Berio Sequenza VII. 

r 

wJ 

- 

normver Gart 
starrer 
u Atemdruck 
no.-. r..rg...y 
ftrow9 r,p ..^d 

breor- pref,,,e 

Figure 45. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
middle of line 5 and explanation. 
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To produce this effect Berio calls for "strong lip and breath 

pressure ". This particular trill is a 'double multiphonic trill'. 

The tone created by the embouchure change is quite similar to a rolling 

tone if strong breath pressure is not applied. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE REED 

In creating concepts for the performance of these three 

works, I found that certain effects were impossible to produce when 

using my standard style or scrape of reed. It is part of my philos- 

ophy that I create reeds which are suitable to the particular musical 

medium undertaken. 

David Ledet states the following in his book, Oboe Reed Styles: 

"An oboist's style of playing is dictated in large by his choice of 

reed. Articulation, breathing, flexibility, and intonation are 

affected by the particular reed. "24 

There are certain qualities that a reed must have in order 

to provide needed versatility. The reed must be able to provide an 

a " ' in the Holliger Studie II, it must be easy blowing to aid in 

circular breathing in the Globokar Atemstudie, and it must be able to 

aid in producing a wide spectrum of harmonics for playing a variety 

of multiphonics. 

While experimenting with reeds, I took into consideration 

Edwin Roxburgh's25 advice not to take too much out of the back of 

24David 
Ledet, Oboe Reed Styles, Theory and Practice 

(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981), p. ix. 

25Goossens, 
p. 167. 
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the reed. I found a reed incorporating the following styles gave me 

the desired flexibility for the performance of modern works: 

1. an inverted 'V' tip 

2. a French heart 

3. a minimal 'W' out of the back 

4. a reed length of 64 mm (tube length of 44 mm) 

JAY 

bene 
Back 

. /yea r4 

iv F., 
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Figure 46. Balentine, William. Hybred oboe reed 
for contemporary oboe music. 

When playing on this reed, one immediately discovers that 

it is sharp in pitch. I pulled the reed out approximately 1 mm, 

tuning the b- natural number 4 fingering, to the b- natural tone used 

in the Sequenza VII. 

This reed might present itself as extreme to oboists, however, 

I was searching for flexibility of performance, not a beautiful tone. 



CHAPTER 5 

ELECTRONIC AIDS AND EFFECTS 

The Use of an Audio Generating Oscillator 

in the Berio Sequenza VII 

Luciano Berio bases the Sequenza VII on the note b'. His 

reason for this is that the oboe is capable of producing many timbre 

changes --via finger changes --on this particular note. 

To emphasize this b', Berio includes the sound of an audio 

generating oscillator. This electronic effect, being a continuous 

tone, enables the listener to detect more readily, the changes in 

timbre of the various b' of the oboe. In all there are six different 

notations of b' in the Sequenza VII. 

In creating a concept for this work, I felt that the 

Sequenza VII resembled a Hindu Raga in its use of a continuous drone. 

Also, the work begins with a simple motive or gesture, that is then 

expanded and elaborated much like a raga while keeping the b' natural 

base. 

There are various ways of producing the drone or pedal note. 

Berio gives his instructions for the possible production of this 

effect. 

39 
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A B- natural must sound throughout the piece. The 
sound source should preferably not be visible; this can be 
an oscillator, a clarinet, a pretaped oboe, or something 
else. The intensity should be kept to a minimum, with quite 
small variations. The B- natural should give the impression 
of lending a slight resonance to the solo oboe.26 

I have chosen to use an electronic method that should be 

considered by oboists. With the help of a competent recording 

technician, I produced a tape using the saw tooth wave of a Korg WT -12 

tuner. The tuner was patched into a mixing board from the headphone 

output of the tuner. The mixing board was patched into a reel -to -reel 

tape deck. The mixing board allows the advantage of increasing or 

decreasing the volume of the b' tone without adjusting the input of 

the tape deck. 

The problem involved in this procedure is the element of time. 

How long should the b- natural continue? One must also take into con- 

sideration initial attack of the tone in the beginning and the decay 

at the end of the work. This problem has occurred before. 

Robert P. Morgan in his review of the record, "The Spectacular 

Heinz Holliger" gives his critique of Holliger's recording of the 

Berio Sequenza VII: "My only real complaint is that the prerecorded 

pedal is for some reason cut off just before the oboe's final 

'cadential' B despite the composer's explicit request that it sound 

throughout. "27 

When listening to this recording, one will hear that there 

are crescendos and diminuendos of the pedal tone b'. This procedure 

can be advantageous in two ways. 

26Berio. 

27Robert 
P. Morgan, "Heinz Holliger -- Spectacular Indeed!" 

High Fidelity Musical America, 24/5 (May 1974), p. 98. 
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First, the slight yet noticeable change of volume can add 

tension and release to the work. This is created by gradual fluc- 

tuations of the volume. Also the fluctuations can be used as markers 

or guides to the length of the tape. One must observe the dynamic 

markings in the oboe solo to achieve this. This is especially 

true near the end of the work. There are several fluctuations of 

volume in the solo part. 

Figure 47. Berio, Luciano. Sequenza VII, 1969, 
ending. 

The oboist should have an excellent mental picture of the 

work to create the proper time span. As the tape is being recorded, 

the oboist must have one hand on the mixing board volume control 

while reading through the piece mentally or orally. One must "hear" 

the oboe part and count all fermate lengths as if it were a live 

performance. 

In the performance, the speaker placement is critical. 

Speakers are usually directional in nature. Many times their sound 

dispersion is greatest in a straight line away from the drivers con- 

tained in the speaker cabinet. This is detectable by standing 

directly in front of the speaker at a distance of approximately 

fifteen feet, then moving side to side and listening to the complete 

radius of the sound projection. If 'hot spots' are noticed, the 
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person sitting in that particular direction away from the speaker 

will receive more of the b- natural than other listeners. 

Experimentation of speaker placement is necessary. The 

b- natural can be offensive over a period of time due to its con- 

tinuous tone. I prefer to place the speakers on their backs so the 

sound goes up. This creates a more spacial and indirect sound. I 

also prefer to have the speakers approximately five feet behind me 

while spaced about ten feet apart. 

The Use of a Throat Microphone 

in the Globokar Atemstudie 

A throat microphone is used in the Atemstudie since it is 

difficult for the oboist to produce a truly audible volume of voice 

while singing and playing simultaneously. 

Any contact microphone can be used if placed on or near the 

throat. It must be understood that the microphone to be used must 

have the quality of not picking up the sound produced by the speakers. 

This avoids any possibility of feedback. 

The particular microphone which was used is a Radio Shack 

condenser microphone #33- 1056A. The battery for this lapel style 

microphone is in the male jack. Thus it is smaller than most lapel 

microphones. I simply attach the pickup portion of the unit to my 

collar via a provided alligator clip. I place the end with the 

holes against the skin on my throat as not to let any other sounds 

enter the microphone. 

A factor which must be considered is the problem of balance 

between the oboe, and the voice being emitted from the speakers. 
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It is far too easy to have the volume level too loud or too soft. It 

is necessary to have the aid of a colleague in balancing the levels 

for performance of the Atemstudie. Speakers must be placed properly 

for optimum effect. When using an amplification system, the performer 

cannot really tell relative loudness in the audience, especially in 

a large room. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

To many oboists the performance of pieces involving con- 

temporary techniques is a new frontier, a journey into the unknown. 

When first looking at these pieces, the oboist may consider them 

impossible to perform. However, one must keep in mind that 

contemporary techniques are merely extensions of good basic oboe 

technique. 

The first step in the preparation of these works was to have 

a working knowledge of the possibilities of effects the oboe can 

create. I found the advice given by various prominent oboists to 

be helpful as a basis. However, because of differences in reed 

styles, embouchure, and the instruments themselves the suggestions 

for performance of these techniques was not entirely satisfactory. 

Therefore, I found it necessary for individual experimentation. 

For instance, in the Holliger Studie II there was only one 

fingering which was not adaptable to my oboe. His fingering for a 

c" harmonic had to be changed to the open fingering of c" sharp. 

This fingering utilizes two fingers, the second octave key and the 

f -sharp key. (Index finger of the right hand.) 

The multiphonics listed in the Berio Sequenza VII are 

unclear. The first duty of the oboist is to recognize that there is 

a difference between double harmonics and multiphonics. The first 
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four figures in the fingering chart are double harmonics including the 

last figure. The effects of using over -blowing are in essence multi - 

phonics. In the fifth example in this section I prefer to use a high 

e " ' natural fingering with slight lip pressure. 

In the section describing microtone intervals, the first 

example and the fifth are notated the same yet they have different 

fingerings. The fifth one is correct. 

I also found that my reed style was not acceptable to meet 

the requirements of performing these effects. In experimenting with 

reeds I came to the conclusion of what specifications met my demands. 

The overall length of the reed (several were made in the new style) 

was 64 mm with the tube length of 44 mm. I did pull the reed out to 

tune to the second alternate fingering of b natural in the Sequenza VII. 

The scrape of the reed consisted of a French heart, U shaped, an 

inverted V tip, and a very slight W back. 

The greatest challenge was to be able to circular breath for 

two minutes in the Atemstudie. I found the combination of effects 

became a joy to perform. 

Standardization of notation is a must for the future in order 

that more people will attempt modern works and therefore more accept- 

ance will be gained. As Western Music evolved, so did its 

standardization of notation. This trend must be repeated for modern 

music. One need only to compare the three works discussed in this 

study to realize the need for standardization. 

The information gained through experimentation with con- 

temporary oboe techniques has been valuable. Today's oboist, in 

order to be current with musical advancement needs to have a working 
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knowledge of these techniques. Many comopsitions are yet unheard 

because capable musicians are unavailable. I was given a philosophical 

statement by oboist Ray Still during a lesson that I received from 

him. He stated that "the oboist should know how to produce every 

possible sound on the oboe, if only to know how to not produce them ". 

Musicians, including oboists, should be exposed to more modern 

compositions in their training years and not simply concentrate on 

the studies that have withstood the test of time. This way the progress 

of music will continue and not stagnate in the future of mankind. 
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